
Call for inspection of crampon soft bindings 
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Isny, 31.08.2020
EDELRID asks all owners of crampon soft bindings to check them for a correct combination of components.

    31.08.2020

Background:
Crampons were found in which the textile components of the binding were assembled with the wrong wire 
components. In this case, the EDELRID crampons Shark (71948), Shark Lite (74403), Beast (71947) or Beast 
Lite (71968) bindings can receive a lateral load and in some cases the wire slips out of the binding and the 
binding fails.

Crampon Binding Soft Front Crampon Binding Soft Back

Shark Shark Lite Beast Beast Lite

The crampon models Shark (71948), Shark Soft (74407) and Shark Hybrid (74413), which are being delivered 
with mounted bindings can also be affected by this failure.
As it cannot be ruled out that the mistake did not happen on other crampons as well, EDELRID decided to 
ask all owners of soft bindings and crampons with soft bindings to inspect them for the correct combination 
of components.



Crampons with a wrong combination of components may not be used. No accident is known regarding this 
matter. In case crampons with a wrong component combination are getting used without an additional fall 
protection system a potentially fatal accident is possible.
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INSPECTION 

Do the inspection as following:

Make sure that the binding wire is folded on the crampon, as shown in the picture. 

Inspect the orientation of the depressed wire-ends in relation to the hole orientation.  

When the depressed wire ends are orientated 90° to the hole the component combination is correct and the 
crampons may be used.
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In case the depressed wire ends are orientated parallel to the hole the component combination is wrong. 
Please contact service@edelrid.de

In case of any question regarding the inspection of your crampons please
 contact: 

Email: service@edelrid.de
Phone: +49 (0) 7562 981 234

For further information about EDELRID-crampons and crampon bindings please check the users manual. 
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